Abstract-Most of real-world underwater exploration systems are composed of a unique remotely operated vehicle. But, another way to explore area is to use many small autonomous robots. For underwater exploratory missions, environment contraints lead to select a line formation exploration strategy. We propose in this work a line formation algorithm in a selforganized swarm of micro-underwater unmanned vehicles. This algorithm is based on emergent behavior depending on an imprecise global positioning and a precise local positioning. Our approach tries to be realistic on sensors and effectors. We tested robustness of our algorithm in various scenarios, with different initial conditions and obstacles existence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater area exploration is currently performed by a unique large remotely operated vehicle. Equipped with an efficient SONAR, it takes several hours to execute it mission. On the contrary, the use of small and cheap autonomous underwater unmanned vehicles (UUVs) can lead to a higher coverage per hours rate and less expensive products. As in such missions, UUV altitude is easily controled by the depths, one of the more efficient strategies is to form a line and cover the whole area to explore in one pass, instead of having a single UUV alternating search paths which takes more time.
As it is really difficult to communicate underwater because of higher wave absorption than in an aerial environment, we think that a multi-UUVs system cannot rely on a deliberative approach that would need too much communication among group members.
The difficulty of communication thus imposes to avoid predefined UUV positions in the formation. In this context, robots should just be interchangeable parts of a swarm, and should not need to communicate with all members. In our works, another constraint applied to UUV systems is the difficulty to have a good accuracy in global positioning. But, UUV can detect each other with excellent accuracy at short range. Our algorithm assumes that local positioning accuracy will compensate global positioning errors.
We propose in this paper a swarm algorithm that permits a robust line formation, taking into account realistic constraints of the underwater environment. 
II. RELATED WORKS
Since C.W. Reynolds [1] described the concept of flock in 1987, many studies were performed in order to improve decentralized formation and control in swarm of robots [2] .
In order to control and maintain formation in the swarm, Kornienko et al. [3] had interest in emergent behaviors, due to microscopic and macroscopic constraints, studying especially an embodied top-down computational approach.
Some groups have pursued bio-inspired methods such as hormone-inspired self-organization method [4] . Robots exchange information through the Digital Hormone Model (DHM) based on local communication, signal propagation, and stochastic reactions. This approach allows no unique identifiers (ID) for individual robots, and dynamic restructuration of the swarm.
In their works, Pugh and Martinoli [5] apply particle swarm optimization to a group of robots and raise the question of efficiency measurement. In this paper, a swarm tries to find a target and efficiency is measured thanks to smallest distance and gravity center position.
Some groups worked on potential fields. In this method, forces are calculated and applied by the local environment to the robot. Dudenhoeffer et al. [6] apply a social potential force, function of the distance from neighbor, to a large-scale swarm of robot, leading to a self-organized but formationless swarm.
Closer to physics laws, Balch and Hybinette [7] add an attachment site to robots in order to determine proper formation position for each robot of the swarm. This method offers crystal-like rigid structure, scalable to huge swarm of robots.
Fredslung [8] defines neighborhood of robots and add constraints to them. By interfering with local sensors, robots perform a self-organized formation. In this paper, robots are using a unique ID and share information such as upcoming obstacles, leading to a stable and robust formation. Mead et al. [9] introduce in their works swarm interactions with operator, based on the introduction of an initiator in the swarm. This initiator is a robot whose status will be changed by the operator, beginning a chain reaction in the swarm.
III. ALGORITHM

A. Overview
As this paper deals with a line formation swarm algorithm, the first constraint is the line, defined by operator as a certain distance to respect between UUVs: the "interrail" r. This distance can be estimated from the SONAR range of each UUV. Operator gives to the swarm another global parameter: the swarm global velocity. The operator gives a direction to the swarm, by defining a central axis that the swarm should follow. During the mission, the center of the swarm has to be as close as possible to this axis.
Robustness of the swarm formation algorithm to an uncertain environment is important; we have thus implemented basic obstacles avoidance. It is inspired by the steering method proposed by Reynolds [10] .
The method used for maintaining formation along the central axis is close to the attachment strategy developed by Balch and Hybinette [7] . But, in our method, attachment sites aren't fixed relatively to the vehicle but are dynamically computed around it. Furthermore, each robot has a perception of it close neighborhood, but detects only the closest robots, in the form of a distance d and a heading α. UUV can also detects obstacles in front of it, at a realistic distance, as seen on cheap sensors such as SONAR or underwater camera. With all those informations about its direct environment, the robot will determine a point to be reached. An overview of the algorithm is described in algorithm 1. Physical technics to perceive environment isn't describe in this paper. Methods such as cooperative localization for UUV [11] are studied in literature. We consider here that each member of the swarm has only access to its own absolute position. Absolute position of its neighbors can be estimated relatively but the real one remains unknown.
Algorithm 1 Swarm Formation Algorithm
Update global parameters P Detection of neighborhood N Define closest neighbors on left N l , on right N r Calculation of a point to reach P r = f 1 (P, N l , N r ), function of direct environment and global parameters if Detection of obstacle ahead O then Change P r to avoid obstacle P r = f 2 (O) end if Velocity and heading control loop based on the point to be reached V,C = f 3 (P r ) Fig. 1 illustrates the swarm behavior in face of obstacles.
B. Neighborhood
In our scenario, UUVs have access to their own absolute position and are able to ping and detect ping. This detection gives a direction and a distance such as represented in Fig. 2 . Due to absorption, UUV will not be able to detect themselves at long range. We consider that after a distance D m the maximum detection distance, a UUV will not be able to detect another UUV. 
C. Point to be reached P r
By using the neighborhood, a UUV D calculates a point to be reached (P r ). Fig. 3 illustrates various P r computation, depending on different neighborhoods. P r defines the velocity and heading and is updated at each iteration of the algorithm. We have two constraints to respect here: distance between UUV (interrail r) and alignment. The first one is straightful: for D 2 we draw a circle C 2 with center V 2 and radius r. The same occurs on V 3 . Intersections between C 2 and C 3 give us two points (I 1 and I 2 ) at distance r of neighbor. We select the closest one to D 2 as P r .
The line formation is an emergent behavior. By going on I 2 , D 2 modifies the neighborhood of its neighbors. By coming closer, its neighbors will tend to move a little further to respect the r constraint.
If the two neighbors are too distant from each other, the two circles centered on those UUVs may not have intersection points. This case is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The neighborhood of D 1 proposes no solution. As it is impossible to respect the constraints of distance imposed to the swarm, we can determine a point M respecting the line formation. P r is defined as the middle of the segment
If UUV detects an obstacle ahead, it will change P r . In this work, a UUV detecting an obstacle stops operating as a part of the swarm and tries to avoid collision. P r is simply on the opposite side of the detected obstacle.
The last global constraint on the point to be reached is the central axis. Up to this point, UUV take account of neighbors and obstacles to form a line. We want that line to be centered on the axis. We apply a correction to the point proportionally to the UUV's distance to the central axis, using the function described in Fig. 4 . The effect of correction is to move P r on the central axis. This function returns correction, to center the swarm on the central axis. The farther the UUV is from this central axis, the stronger the correction.
D. Velocity and Heading control loops
After having determined P r , the UUV changes its speed and heading. Err v (the velocity error), is defined as the difference between UUV's velocity v and the velocity set point v s . Err c (the heading error), is defined as the difference between UUV's heading c and the heading c s of the central axis.
|DP r | is the distance between UUV and the point to be reached as defined in previous section III-C. α is the heading difference between the UUV's heading c and the direction of P r . α = c − arg DP r . Finally, the velocity and heading loop control can be expressed as in Eq. 3.
We add a correction G V N * |DP r | according to α value. If P r is in front of the UUV, we add this correction, else we subtract it to the current value. G V N is the gain for the neighbors-based velocity correction. The value of those parameters used for simulations presented in this paper are given in the section IV-B.
In order to converge to the velocity set point, another correction is added: G V G * Err v where Err v is global error on velocity and G V G is global velocity gain. Thanks to this control loop the swarm tends to converge to the wanted velocity.
Exactly the same control loop is set on UUV heading. G CN is the neighbors-based heading gain and G CG is global heading gain.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Context
Most of the parameters set in our simulation are based on realistic sensors and capacitors. Maximum UUV's velocity is fixed at 4m.s −1 which is coherent with actual small underwater vehicles that can easily be untethered [12] . As one of the main hypotheses is to use small robots, we consider in this work we can't equip them with heavy sensor. That is why obstacle detection is performed with cameras, which range is shorter than SONAR. Lateral scans have to be efficient to detect objects such as wreck. The camera and SONAR profiles used in this work are presented in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 . Shapes of the UUV's SONARs and camera coverage. The two yellowish rectangles are the obstacle detection area. As we use basic obstacle avoidance, these areas are approximated to rectangle. The two reddish polygons depict lateral SONAR area. The profile used here is based on realistic product (DIDSON 300). The triangle represents the UUV, its vertical side stands for 1 meter.
Besides, we use a discrete simulation engine; whom time step can be set (10ms in our case). We set an iteration of our algorithm every second, but trajectories of UUVs are computed at each step of time.
We consider that robots know angle and distance to their neighbors, thanks to an ultrawave ping. This ping is emitted at a 1Hz frequency which more or less can be perceived at 100m.
The heading is defined as the clockwise angle between North and the UUV's direction.
B. Set up
Experiments are set to verify if the algorithm converges to a robust line formation. We set the central axis along the x axis, as a simplification of the problem. UUVs start in the drop zone. Their initial coordinates follow a uniform distribution on the drop zone. Usually, we set the duration time for the run to 300s. The algorithm is applied every second in the simulator, according to our 1Hz ping hypothesis. UUVs movements are computed at each step of the simulator (10ms). The velocity set point is 2m.s −1 and maximum speed is 4m.s −1 . The parameters of the algorithm are set as follow:
As we want to test the behavior of the swarm in degraded modes, we consider a reduced D m (10m). To test line formation, we set a simple scenario with random initialization illustrated by Fig. 6 . All paramters are set as explained in section IV-B. Fig. 7 illustrates heading error for this run of simulation. Transition between the two clusters define our settling time. In Fig. 8 , distances distributions are presented at different moments of the run. Each distances distribution informs us about the density of distance between UUVs of the swarm. A peak in the curve for a distance d lets us know about a high density of this value d and gives us indication that a large part of the swarm is at a distance d of the rest of the swarm. If the whole swarm respects the interrail r distance, we should see on this graph modes for d = {r, 2 * r, ··· , N * r} where N is the number of UUVs. First distance distribution at t = 0s has no mode, whereas distance distribution for t = 270s is clearly multimodal. Its highest peak is reached for a value a little above the expected value r = 8m. Fig. 9 highlights convergence of the swarm. UUVs start at their optimum distance, which is at r distance form their direct neighbors. Their initial velocity is null and their initial heading is π 2 (thus pointing to the East, see Fig. 10 ). The objective of this run is to test the line formation and the respect of the fixed distance set point. This scenario is kept simple to measure the global swarm behavior, on a long playtime Fig. 9 . Ratio of the actual coverage performed by the swarm on the expected coverage performed by an ideal swarm. The central axis isset along the abscissa. First values are border effects, due to the width of the integration step, fixed to 1 meter in this case.
V. RESULTS
A. Line formation
B. Convergence
We compared actual coverage area to the ideal coverage area both based on SONAR profile (Fig. 5) . Actual coverage area is computed from every UUV's position and the SONAR profile, expected coverage is estimated from parameters of the simulation. As we know the number of UUV N, the interrail r they have to respect and the rail they have to follow, we can define the expected area as a rectangle whom width is the length of the central axis and height is N * r plus the height of the SONAR profile. The ratio converges to a value below 0.8.
C. Swarms fusion
The main idea of this scenario (Fig. 11) is to investigate how two swarms will merge as one and underscore the stability of the process. This case of study would happen if several UUVs are subject to failure. For this test, UUVs start as two swarms. The distance between the two closest UUVs is of 40 meters. No UUV of one swarm will interact with UUV of the other swarm at the start of the simulation. UUVs initial speed is set to 2m.s −1 , heading to the East. Other parameters are set as described in section IV-B. 
D. Maintaining formation
This scenario, represented Fig. 1 , is set to test the ability of the swarm to re-form a coherent group after passing through obstacles area and losing some UUVs. Obstacles are placed along the central axis, initialization zone is about 120m long. Fig. 1 illustrates the swarm line formation in uncertain environment. UUVs have to pass through an area sparse of small obstacles. Even if the swarm isn't keeping formation during obstacles avoidance, UUVs regroup themselves as soon as there is no obstacle. One UUV is pushed out of the swarm because it is too far of its neighbors to detect them. Robots re-form two swarms, in line formation, after passing through obstacles area. In order to figure out the global coherence of the swarm, we draw the velocity error curves. Fig. 13 shows that obstacles have incidence on UUVs speed. Despites of it, median velocity error still converges to a value close to the expected value 0. Maximum value is stuck to 2. The velocity set point is 2m.s −1 , the maximum velocity is 4m.s −1 , so the maximum overtake is 2m.s −1 .
E. Variables Correlation
Fig. 14 shows a representation of a set of simulations. In this set, all parameters are the same, only the number of UUV evolves, from 5 to 19. We determine settling time as the time from which errors are maintained below a threshold (0.1rad for heading, 0.2m.s −1 for speed). We compute a linear regression for each group and the correlation coefficient r 2 . Although the red group linear regression gives us r 2 = 0.76, the grey group correlation coefficient is not as good: r 2 = 0.26. 
VI. DISCUSSION
Our different measures confirm a global convergence of the group. We have point out a velocity, heading and coverage rate convergences. Although we expected a strict convergence on the set point values, we can notice that global parameters aren't reached. The ratio of actual coverage and expected coverage converge to a value around 0.75 (ideal value being 1.0) and velocity convergence value is 10% higher than expected. This overtakes have to be taken into account for the set points set by the operator or have to be corrected by optimizing algorithm parameters. Surprisingly, there is no correlation between heading and speed settling time as described in Fig. 14 .
In section V-B, we can notice that the swarm is not keeping a line formation, but tends to have a V-shape formation, like a formation of a flight of geese. The point still has to be explained.
Experiments with obstacles show the robustness of the swarm. It may lose one or more UUV, but is still able to form the wanted structure and perform its mission of area exploration. In some cases, UUVs will not regroup as one swarm but as two or more swarms. This drawback is due to the limited interaction between UUV and its neighborhood. A solution could be to fix timed waypoint that all swarm will try to reach at the same time but this solution will be efficient only with precise global positioning.
One of the advantages of our algorithm is that UUVs do not need to have unique ID, because UUVs have no fixed position in the formation. Then, communications are here reduced to their minimum. The reactive approach we used here appears to provide to the swarm the necessary robustness to perform the mission in a rugged environment.
Further works could be to conceive new metrics, closer to operational needs, such as objects detection probabilities. We could test the swarm's sensitivity to several parameters such as initial conditions or error on UUV's absolute position.
The algorithm we conceived organizes a swarm of UUVs into a line formation, centered on a central axis. Our approach, based on underwater constraints, uses of local positioning to exchange information inside the swarm and global positioning for the mission parameters. We demonstrated it is possible to design a self-organized that can be robust to initials conditions variations and obstacles presence.
